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Dronalism: Journalism, Remotely Piloted Aircraft, Law and Regulation

David Goldberg*

ABSTRACT

The use of “drones,” or, technically, “remotely piloted aircraft” (RPAs), is evolving from military to increasingly civil, commercial applications. This Article focuses exclusively on using RPAs for journalism, a.k.a. “drone journalism” or “dronalism.” Cheap to purchase, light in weight, and portable, RPAs can be moved easily to locations where reporting needs to take place, or where production is most desirable. In this context, RPAs are simply twenty-first century flying cameras. However, this usage by mainstream media and citizen journalists alike is being frustrated by regulatory, legal, as well as so-called “ethical” gaps and issues. The Article argues that the public’s right to receive information from journalists exercising the rights involved in carrying out the profession of reporting, coupled with the concomitant right to access and utilize communication technologies, including RPAs to do so, should permit the use of RPAs in this context in principle. Further, this use should trump absolutist counterclaims, not least those advanced by the pro-privacy lobby.

INTRODUCTION

“We are not using it as a drone. That is completely the wrong terminology to use to describe it. We see it as a flying camera.”

Newer technologies generate hustle and bustle for policymakers and legislators, who are often driven by techno-panics whipped up by “concerned citizens,” NGOs, activists, and academics. ¹

A moral panic occurs when a segment of society believes that the behavior or moral choices of others within that society poses a significant risk to the society as a whole. By extension, a “techno-panic” is simply a moral panic that centers around societal fears about
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1 Katie Collins, Behind the Mind-Boggling Shots Captured by BBC Drones, WIRED.CO.UK (Feb. 12, 2014), http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2014-02/12/bbc-drone-journalism/viewgallery/ytKr2kdIZOFW0 (quoting Thomas Hannen, Global Video Unit, BBC WORLD SERVICE).
a specific contemporary technology (or technological activity) instead of merely the content flowing over that technology or medium.3

For example, the invention of hot-air aerial balloons in the eighteenth century hugely alarmed those who, being under the flight path, feared for their safety, lest the craft come down, or something it was carrying fall overboard. And, thus, on April 23, 1784, aviation law became established when “a French police directive was issued aimed directly and exclusively at the balloons of the Montgolfier Brothers: in order to protect the population, flights were not to take place without prior authorization.”4

The response to the development of non-military applications of drones is no exception to this “sociological rule.” Also, to account for some of the anxiety concerning drones so evident in certain quarters, it is suggested that one additional, specific, reason is owing to the way images of drones are represented in the media. These media representations make them resemble scary flying creatures from the dinosaur era or tiny insects, thus, playing into fear of dinosaurs (ornithoscelidaphobia) or fear of insects (entomophobia). An interesting recent twist is the publication in Singapore’s STRAIT TIMES of an illustration of the drone as the Angel of Death.5

In this article, the term “remotely piloted aircraft” (hereafter RPA), will be used interchangeably for the word “drone.”6 It is technically precise and corresponds to contemporary usage.7 It also pays homage to a little-

---

6 Widely so-called, the origin of the word “drones” is less well known. It seems that, in 1931 “the British developed the Fairey ‘Queen’ radio-controlled target from the Fairey IIIF floatplane, building a batch of three, and in 1935 followed-up this experiment by producing larger numbers of another RC target, the ‘DH.82B Queen Bee,’ derived from the de Havilland Tiger Moth biplane trainer. The name ‘Queen Bee’ is said to have lead to the use of the word ‘drone’ for remote-controlled aircraft.” Greg Goebel, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, THE WIZARD WAR: WORLD WAR II & THE ORIGINS OF RADAR, ¶ 1.1, http://www.vectorsite.net/twdrm_01.html (last visited Sept. 16, 2014); see also Ben Zimmer, How “Drones” Got off the Ground, THINKMAP VISUAL THESAURUS (Aug. 2, 2013), http://www.visualthesaurus.com/cm/wordroutes/how-drone-got-off-the-ground/.
known historical fact: present day remotely piloted aircrafts owe their technology to the brainchild of Serbian American Nikola Tesla. He patented the so-called “teleautomaton,” albeit it was with reference to a boat—thus, underscoring the point that unmanned, remote control is applicable to aerial, road, and sea vehicles. Tesla presented his invention at Madison Square Garden’s first electrical exhibition in September 1898.

On a rainy September day in 1898, Nikola Tesla presented at Madison Square Garden’s first electrical exhibition a new invention that he called a “teleautomaton.” The invention was the first even radio controlled device in the form of a miniature boat. He had two devices one that could be remote controlled above water and another that had a hidden loop antenna and could be controlled under water.

Further, the phrase highlights two crucial aspects of this type of vehicle. First, it is often imagined that RPAs are “unmanned” because there is no human being on board. However, the RPA is not literally “unmanned.” There is a human operator, the pilot-in-command, who is operating and (hopefully) controlling/monitoring it, ideally, in conjunction with an observer too. There might even be another human being involved, operating the payload, e.g., video camera or data sensors. In that typical situation, the RPA is part of a human-machine system, or Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS). “[T]he unmanned aircraft (UA) [sic] and all of the associated support equipment, control station, data links, telemetry, communications and navigation equipment, etc., necessary to operate the unmanned aircraft.”

Second, from a legal and regulatory perspective, the remotely piloted vehicle is an aircraft. Understanding that RPAs are “aircraft” produces a novel situation when deployed for the purpose of newsgathering. It is a

---


10 An RPA is an “aircraft” because it falls within the International Civil Aviation Organization definition of an aircraft: “Any machine that can derive support in the atmosphere from the reactions of
truis that media organizations and media lawyers currently engage with a range of media regulators and laws. For example, there are laws protecting the reputation of subjects of media reporting; states jealously guard their national security by punishing disclosure of official secrets; the revenue of the media is affected by advertising rules; broadcasting is subject to being granted a national regulator’s licence; and community standards are upheld by laws criminalizing obscene speech, etc. However, one regulatory and legal regime that tends to be far removed from the consciousness of media companies, citizen journalists, and their advisers, is the national aviation regulator and air law and rules, whether national, regional, or international. This is set to change. The safety dividend, small size, portability, and low cost of RPAs will mean that the media companies etc. will themselves own and operate the vehicles directly. Such users will not only be more aware of the rules and regulations governing such activities, they will have to be so because they will be directly legally liable when things go wrong—as they inevitably will do.11 Conversely, national aviation regulators will have to understand that their decisions—in this context, who, if anyone, to permit to fly and under what conditions—might be met by a challenge using human rights law and jurisprudence concerning freedom of expression. In a nutshell, when media companies, citizen journalists, and content producers deploy RPAs, the new tool in the newsgathering toolbox in particular for the professional media lawyer becomes aviation regulation and law.

However, in order not to become embroiled in what Mark Corcoran calls a “definition dogfight,” the term “drone” is acceptable (and corresponds to conventional usage) when referring to the use of RPAs by mainstream media enterprises and journalists as well as citizen journalists in the pursuit of journalism.12 It may be used interchangeably with RPA in this article. Unlike military applications, almost all drone journalism deploys small, meaning, under 7kg remotely-controlled quod—or hexa/
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octo-‘copter with an on-board camera attached. Without that type of payload (or others) the drone is simply a “flying donkey” and quite pointless in the context of dronalism, or, indeed, any other commercial application. Without a payload, it is, basically a toy, a recreational, model aircraft.

KEY CLAIM

The key claim of the article is that deploying drones in the context of dronalism engages a fundamental human right, namely, the right to receive ideas and information (as well as the component rights needed to make it a reality), itself an element of the general right to freedom of expression. Thus, the use of RPAs by media companies and/or citizen journalists and, crucially, any restrictions thereon, raises unique concerns because such use engages elements of the right to freedom of expression. Actually, the threshold right is, arguably, the right to access the communications technology that an RPA is in such situations. By implication, any general restriction(s) on using RPAs, which, a fortiori would include newsgathering, would amount to a prima facie infringement of this right. Only if, in casu, extremely strong compelling overriding considerations defending and promoting another protected interest, would the right to use an RPA in that specific, fact-limited context be trumped. And, at the very least, in the absence of carrying out an explicit exercise balancing the competing interest involved, any restriction would be challengeable as procedurally flawed.

In the context of the First Amendment, a set of arguments to this effect has been advanced by newspaper and magazine publishers, broadcast and cable television companies, wire services, website operators, and non-profit journalists’ associations in the amici brief written in support of Raphael Pirker (basically, the FAA was appealing a decision made by a NTSB Administrative Law judge). Earlier, the United States Congressional


Research Service (CRS) published a report, *Integration of Drones into Domestic Airspace: Selected Legal Issues*, which contains a section entitled “First Amendment and Newsgathering Activities.” Having considered other interests, such as privacy, the CRS advises giving proper regard to “the public’s countervailing concern in securing the free flow of information that inevitably feeds the ‘free trade of ideas.’”

The case before the NTSB involved Raphael Pirker, an aerial photographer who was fined $10,000 for flying a camera-equipped model aircraft around the University of Virginia. He successfully challenged the fine before an administrative law judge, who ruled that the FAA’s stringent regulation of commercial drones was unenforceable because the agency had failed to adopt it through appropriate procedures. In the brief the coalition argued that the judge’s ruling was correct. They also contended that, because newsgathering is protected by the First Amendment, the federal government should not consider journalism to be a commercial use of the technology. Furthermore, they made a case for including the media in policy discussions that accompany the drafting of future government UAS-related regulations.

The amici are of the opinion that the FAA had applied (through ad hoc administrative actions rather than through properly promulgated rules) an unnecessarily overbroad and inadequately based policy restricting the use of unmanned aircraft for “business purposes” in which it included—improperly, in the amici’s opinion—that the First Amendment protected activities of gathering and disseminating news and information. This has resulted in “an impermissible chilling effect on the First Amendment newsgathering rights of journalists.” The brief argues that using drones for

---


19 Op. cit. 6. The FAA has won its appeal, and the matter has been sent back to the judge to determine if the aircraft was being flown carelessly or recklessly. See Office of Pub. Affairs, NTSB Remands Administrator v. Pirker Case Back to ALJ for Further Review, Nat’l Transp. Safety Bd. (Nov. 18, 2014), http://www.ntsb.gov/news/press-releases/Pages/PR20141114.aspx. However, subsequently it has been reported that the parties have reached a settlement: “Raphael Pirker agreed . . . to pay the FAA $1,100 to settle the agency’s $10,000 fine for allegedly flying a drone recklessly to film the University of Virginia in 2011. Under the settlement terms, Mr. Pirker doesn’t admit to guilt and the FAA agreed to drop some of its accusations against Mr. Pirker.” See Jack Nicas, *U.S. Federal Aviation Administration*
dronalism is not conducting a business, but rather a protected First Amendment activity. Regarding the FAA’s general ban on “business” uses by RPAs, it states that

"[t]he FAA’s position is untenable as it rests on a fundamental misunderstanding about journalism. News gathering is not a “business purpose.” It is a First Amendment right. Indeed, contrary to the FAA’s complete shutdown of an entirely new means to gather the news, the remainder of the federal government, in legislation, regulation and adjudication, has recognized that, in the eyes of the law, journalism is not like other businesses. The government in a myriad of measures has long accommodated the bedrock First Amendment principle that “without some protection for seeking out the news, freedom of the press could be eviscerated.”

In conclusion, what primarily differentiates dronalism from any other drone application is that it engages the rights to freedom of expression, speech, the press, and specific elements thereof. Thus, any ban must take into account and weigh in the balance this countervailing consideration of principle. This is not, in the present author’s opinion, about justifying “speaker’s right(s),” but rather, the right(s) of the reader, viewer, and audience to receive video or data information. The core right also engages a threshold right, namely, the right to access and use any communication technology as a condition precedent for newsgathering without which the right to receive information and ideas is meaningless. Just because drone journalism is neither a military nor state nor recreational use of an RPA, it is simply wrong to claim it is a commercial or “business” use of an RPA. It is a conceptual confusion to conflate them. Deploying an RPA for the purpose of drone journalism prima facie engages the (human) right to freedom of expression and the constitutional right to free speech and, in particular, the right to pursue activities precedent to facilitating peoples’ right to receive ideas and information. As has been said,

a complete ban misunderstands journalism as a purely commercial activity rather than a constitutionally-protected right to gather and

---


disseminate news, covered in the First Amendment . . . . This overly broad policy [sic], implemented through a patchwork of regulatory and policy statements and an ad hoc cease-and-desist enforcement process, has an impermissible chilling effect on the First Amendment newsgathering rights of journalists.22

Further, even if the regulator permits deployment of RPAs for drone journalism on an ad hoc, case-by-case decision-making process, authorizing (or otherwise) X to fly an RPA, the question arises: has the public authority explicitly conducted the necessary balancing exercise, weighing freedom of expression considerations, e.g., is any ban “necessary in a democratic society” in coming to its determination? Has there been consistency between the agency’s decisions? Is there an independent appeal process from an agency decision? For example, in mid-2014, the FAA announced that it was to consider requests from seven aerial photo and video production companies that have asked for regulatory exemptions that would allow the film and television industry to use unmanned aircraft systems with FAA approval for the first time.23

Commenting, Timothy Ravich notes,

In any event, while this is a step in the right direction—rewarding credentialed, safety-conscience “drone” users—this seems out of sorts with the First Amendment guarantee of free speech. Isn’t a movie a form of expression (yes, the Supreme Court of the United States said in 1952)? Will the FAA exempt certain movie studios and not others?24

The key claim of the chapter requires understanding that, as the CRS Report notes, what is protected is not only forms of speech or content, but also “conduct that is ‘necessary for, or integrally tied to, acts of expression’ . . . other conduct that is not expressive in itself, but is ‘necessary to accord full meaning and substance to those guarantees.’”25

In like manner, the European Court of Human Rights has been supportive of activities which underpin not only publication, but also newsgathering activities required to obtain material on which to base subsequent publication. A fortiori it is argued here that this support would


24 Timothy Ravich, And the Drone Goes to . . . ., DRONINGLAWYER.COM (June 3, 2014), http://droninglawyer.com/2014/06/03/and-the-drone-goes-to/ (emphasis added).
extend to the use of RPAs to do this work. Key has been the Court’s jurisprudence regarding protecting the identity of journalists’ sources and the protection from unjustified search and seizures of journalistic material.

The “leading case,” decided by the Grand Chamber of the Court, is *Sanoma Uitgevers B.V. v. the Netherlands.* The case concerned photographs to be used for an article on illegal car racing, which a Dutch magazine publishing company was compelled to hand over to police investigating another crime, despite the journalists’ strong objections to being forced to divulge material capable of identifying confidential sources. The Court found that the interference with the applicant company’s freedom of expression had not been “prescribed by law,” there having been no procedure with adequate legal safeguards available to the applicant company to enable an independent assessment as to whether the interest of the criminal investigation overrode the public interest in the protection of journalistic sources. The Court reaffirmed its position in *Telegraaf Media Nederland Landelijke Media B.V. and Others v. the Netherlands.*

Freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential foundations of a democratic society and the safeguards to be afforded to the press are of particular importance. Whilst the press must not overstep the bounds set, not only does the press have the task of imparting such information and ideas: the public also has a right to receive them. Were it otherwise, the press would be unable to play its vital role of “public watchdog” (*Observer and Guardian v. the United Kingdom*, 26 November 1991, § 59, Series A, no. 216). The right of journalists to protect their sources is part of the freedom to “receive and impart information and ideas without interference by public authorities” protected by Article 10 of the Convention and serves as one of its important safeguards. It is a cornerstone of freedom of the press, without which sources may be deterred from assisting the press in informing the public on matters of public interest. As a result the vital public-watchdog role of the press may be undermined and the ability of the press to provide accurate and reliable information to the public may be adversely affected.

The Court has always subjected the safeguards for respect of freedom of expression in cases under Article 10 of the Convention to special scrutiny. Having regard to the importance of the protection of journalistic sources for press freedom in a democratic society, an interference cannot be compatible with Article 10 of the Convention unless it is justified by an overriding requirement in the public interest.\(^{28}\)

One last argument: RPAs deployed with payloads such as electro-optic cameras to relay video data to journalists or media organizations should be understood as indirectly “communications technologies.”\(^{29}\) The RPA is simply, as noted, the “donkey”/platform facilitating the carriage of a camera (or other sensors)\(^{30}\) which records and relays images to a ground receiver/station. Robin Elizabeth Herr has argued, in another situation, that “[h]uman rights scrutiny is a necessary component of any effort to ensure that communication technology can be effectively adopted and used.”

Herr has identified a potential model to prevent undemocratic interferences of uses of communication technology such as Internet and mobile [sic] . . . based on the case law of the European Court of Human Rights . . . Khurshid Mustafa and Tarzibachi v. Sweden supports the adoption of that [sic] technology without unjustified restriction by the state or private individuals . . . no matter what type of communication technology is used, there exists a general right of access to all forms of information.\(^{31}\)

APPLICATIONS

There are already many civilian, commercial, i.e., non-military/non-state applications for RPAs, and these are only set to increase. The future range of applications will be limited only by human imagination.\(^{32}\) Given the focus of this article—on using RPAs in the context of freedom of

\(^{28}\) Id. (emphasis added).


speech and the press—it is worth highlighting the recent development in the USA regarding permissions being granted to deploy drones for a few movie production houses. In the face of the FAA’s general ban on civil, commercial uses of drones, efforts to be legally allowed to use them for this purpose has been lobbied for several years.\textsuperscript{33} Unsurprisingly, there are reports of drones being used illegally, i.e., in the face of the FAA’s general ban on civilian commercial use.\textsuperscript{34} Speaking for the US film industry, MPAA spokesperson Howard Gantman urged,\textsuperscript{35} “[W]hat we are looking for is line-of-sight things [sic] that can be utilized in innovative ways . . . These could be used much more safely than going up a tree and much more cheaply than renting a helicopter.”\textsuperscript{36} However, companies, such as Flying Cam-Cam, have already been developing and utilizing remotely piloted vehicles (e.g., copters) for years for big budget movies, particularly locations outside of the United States, and winning two Oscars in the process.\textsuperscript{37} On September 25, 2014, after special petitions were lodged, United States Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx announced that the Federal Aviation Administration had granted regulatory exemptions to six aerial photo and video production companies, the “first step to allowing the film and television industry the use of unmanned aircraft systems in the National Airspace System.”\textsuperscript{38} In a significant comment on this development, Timothy Ravich wrote,

In any event, while this is a step in the right direction—rewarding credentialed, safety-conscience “drone” users—this seems out of sorts with the First Amendment guarantee of free speech. Isn’t a movie a form of expression (yes, the Supreme Court of the United States said in 1952)? Will the FAA exempt certain movie studios and not


\textsuperscript{34} See Aarti Shahani, \textit{Are Filmmakers Using Drones Illegally? Looks Like It} (May 16, 2014, 3:41 AM), http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2014/05/16/312487924/are-filmmakers-using-drones-illegally-looks-like-it.


\textsuperscript{36} Colloquially, “drone cinematography.” See Gary Susman, supra note 33; see also Aarti Shahani, supra note 32; Zara Nicholson, supra note 33; http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2014/05/16/312487924/are-filmmakers-using-drones-illegally-looks-like-it.


others?\textsuperscript{39}

The present author also is concerned that regulators, in granting and denying specific petitions for permission to fly drones for cinematography or dronalism, are, in effect, acting as expression gatekeepers, as kind of indirect, constructive censors determining who may use flying cameras to facilitate expressive work. And, in terms of due process, are their decisions adequately transparent and challengeable, open to an independent review mechanism?\textsuperscript{40}

Other major applications are slated to be:

(i) Carrying goods or packages of various types:

This is tipped to become a stellar application, with major couriers eventually deploying large drones to carry cargoes over long distances, (e.g., over oceans), and books, medicines, and other consumer products over shorter distances, particularly where the terrain is inhospitable to road delivery. Frontrunners in R+D include Matternet, Amazon, DHL, UPS, and Google.\textsuperscript{41}

(ii) Some believe that the biggest sector using drones will be agribusiness:

A variety of uses are anticipated, e.g., crop inspection, management as well as surveying.\textsuperscript{42} In 2014, shocking testimony was given to a U.S. Senate Committee hearing. Henio Arcangeli (Vice President, Corporate Planning & New Business Development, Yamaha Motor Corporation, USA) may not have instant “name recognition.” But, his testimony before the U.S. Senate was, to almost everyone, jaw-dropping.

\textsuperscript{39} See Timothy Ravich, supra note 24. Ravich is referring to Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 U.S. 495 (1952), see Timothy Ravich, And the Drone Goes to . . ., DRONINGLAWYER.COM (June 3, 2014), http://droninglawyer.com/2014/06/03/and-the-drone-goes-to/343 U.S. 495.


\textsuperscript{42} See Miranda Green, Unmanned Drones May Have Their Greatest Impact on Agriculture (Mar. 26, 2013), http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2013/03/26/unmanned-drones-may-have-their-greatest-impact-on-agriculture.html (“You can take a simple UAV and repurpose imagery for a farmer’s field for cents on the dollar compared to using traditional aircraft. The biggest potential for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles is aerial images and data acquisition.”).
For over 20 years, remotely piloted RMAX have been safely used for precision crop dusting, “spot spraying,” weed and pest control, and fertilization in Japan and, more recently, Australia and South Korea . . . Over 2,600 remotely-piloted RMAX are in operation today, treating more than 2.4 million acres of farmland each year in Japan alone . . . During its more than two decades of use, the RMAX has safely logged over 1.8 million total flight hours without, to our knowledge, a single privacy complaint.  

(iii) Multifarious other applications:

Wildfire detection and management, monitoring threats to vulnerable animals and birds—as well as drone-assisted hunting; pollution monitoring; property selling by local estate agents; event security; traffic and road accident monitoring; disaster relief; search and rescue; post-natural disaster services; first responder assistance—e.g., fire services; fisheries management; pipeline monitoring and oil and gas security; meteorology—storm tracking, tornado & hurricane research; airline safety checking; remote aerial mapping; tree-mapping; transmission line inspection; infrastructure security monitoring, e.g., ports; and sports analytics. There will be quirky uses too, e.g., the Archdiocese of Washington purchased a “hubcap size” RPA which was deployed to videotape crowds participating in a procession marking the canonizations of popes John Paul II and John the 23rd (now called St. John Paul II and St. John the 23rd). The video images captured by the drone-mounted camera were used in a YouTube mashup the archdiocese made, mixing soaring classical music and scenes from an

---

earlier indoor mass.51

However, to emphasize, the only civilian, commercial application dealt with specifically in this article is using RPAs to gather information for journalism (and by extension other First Amendment protected activities)52—as noted, colloquially called “dronalism” or “drone journalism”53—by media companies, journalists, and any citizen journalist engaged in newsgathering.54

**RPAs and Dronalism: 21st Century Photojournalism**

As noted, this article is concerned with one and only one specific RPA application, namely, the pursuit of newsworthy information whether by mainstream news media or citizen journalists, using RPAs as one tool in the journalistic toolbox. Admittedly, it is difficult to differentiate types of “journalism.” However, the argument here concerns only what has become known as “responsible journalism” and does not extend to “papparazism.”55 Those who argue that it is difficult to know “where to draw the line” fail to see that that point implies there are clear cases on either side of the line.

Recently, the Australian Law Reform Commission addressed this distinction. In its Report, *Serious Invasions of Privacy in the Digital Era*, “responsible journalism” is characterized as “journalistic activities [offering] significant public benefit,” to be distinguished from activities which are “not journalistic in nature, where the public interest in a matter is trivial, or where the matter is merely of interest to the public or for the purposes of gossip.”56
For the purpose of this article, “journalism” is to be understood to mean public interest reporting and publishing and all that it entails and not simply anything and everything that appears in a publication whether that publication is self-described or perceived as a “newspaper” or not. In the present author’s opinion, it is not difficult to assert that images of the Duchess of Cambridge’s breast(s) and/or Prince Harry’s penis fail, even if there is surrounding (con)text to qualify as responsible journalism.

Dronalism, as understood, is nothing but the contemporary manifestation of the urge that has animated photojournalism since its earliest days: to deploy the latest technologies when perceived benefits to telling the story warrant doing so. For example, in 1906, the devastation of San Francisco after the . . . earthquake and fire was captured by George R. Lawrence, using a camera attached to a string of kites high above the city. His specially designed large-format camera had a curved film plate to provide panoramic images, which remain some of the largest aerial exposures ever taken. The camera, which was large and extremely heavy, took as many as 17 kites to lift it 2,000 feet into the air. Lawrence also used ladders and high towers to capture lower level “aerial” photographs.

“Photojournalism,” as such, emerged as a distinctive form of photography in the late 1920s and early 1930s. The term denoted picture making that was spontaneous, topical and rapid. This was facilitated by the introduction of small, hand-held cameras such as the Ermanox and the Leica, which enabled photographers to record fast-moving events and catch their subjects unawares.

developed as a defence to defamation in Reynolds v. Times Newspapers Ltd. Despite being crafted in the context of defamation, several of the matters listed by Nicholls LJ are relevant in the context of surveillance. For example, the seriousness of the conduct being investigated by a journalist, the likely strength of the individual under surveillance as a source of information, the likely nature of the information obtained, and the urgency of the matter may be relevant considerations.

57 “The first known aerial photograph was taken in 1858 by French photographer and balloonist, Gaspar Felix Tournachon, known as ‘Nadar.’ In 1855 he had patented the idea of using aerial photographs in mapmaking and surveying, but it took him 3 years of experimenting before he successfully produced the very first aerial photograph.” See PAPA INTERNATIONAL, HISTORY OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, http://professionalaerialphotographers.com/content.aspx?page_id=22&club_id =808138&module_id=158950 (last visited Dec. 7, 2014); see also PAPA INTERNATIONAL, http://www.papainternational.org/uas.asp (PAPA has a page about RPAs, asking members to respect local laws and regulations).

58 See Ravich, supra note 39.

Another noteworthy milestone in the development of aerial photojournalism is the invention of the “newscopter”. In 1958, American John Silva, the “father of helicopter journalism,” converted a small helicopter into the first airborne virtual television studio. The KTLA “Telecopter,” as it was called by the Los Angeles station where Mr. Silva was the chief engineer, became the basic tool of live television traffic reporting, disaster coverage, and that most famous glued-to-the-tube moment in the modern era of celebrity-gawking, the 1994 broadcast of O. J. Simpson leading a motorcade of pursuers on Los Angeles freeways after his former wife and a friend of hers were killed.60

There were numerous technical challenges to overcome.

For one, the standard camera equipment literally weighed a ton. Keeping the project closely guarded, lest competing stations get wind of it, Silva designed and machined lighter equipment using aluminum parts to bring the weight below the 368-pound FAA limit. He also added a shock absorbing stabilization system and a helical antenna that extended below the body of the helicopter.61

In conformity with the sociological rule described in the Introduction, social reactions to LA area copters were analogous to the current reaction to RPAs.

Lots of homeowners and a few orchestra conductors (who’ve walked off the Hollywood Bowl stage in protest) are tired of the noisy company of tourist, paparazzo, news, and police helicopters, their jet engines roaring and blades thwacking the night air . . . The imagery of a circling bird is appropriate. When a police helicopter works a crime scene, it follows a tight orbit, generally at three or four hundred feet for better observation, aided at night by million-candlepower searchlights. The lights, the engine noise, and the staccato of rotor blades biting into the air can feel menacing to anyone on the ground, law-abiding or not.62

For dronalism, 2011 was a seminal year. It was reported that the U.S. Federal Aviation Authority was “looking into” a NewsCorp publication called The Daily (now defunct) because it used a small RPA to monitor storm damage in Alabama and flooding in North Dakota. In November, Matt Waite launched the Drone Journalism Lab at the College of Journalism and Mass Communications, University of Nebraska-Lincoln “as part of a broad digital journalism and innovation strategy” and has since received a $50,000 grant from the Knight Foundation. In another 2011 development, the Professional Society of Drone Journalists was created by Matthew Schroyer. It now boasts more than 300 members in thirty-five countries. Another major U.S. player is the Missouri Drone Journalism Program, a partnership between students at the Missouri School of Journalism, the University of Missouri Information Technology Program, and NPR member station KBIA.

In many countries around the world there are reports of the use of RPAs for newsgathering:

- Russia
  Russians went to Bolotnaya Square in Moscow to protest election fraud; AirPano sent up a remote-controlled Hexacopter to take pictures showing the scale of the crowd.
- Italy
  The Milan leg of the tour Tsunami Beppe Grillo was picked up by over 100 meters high; CBS commissioned an Italian company to film the wreck of the Costa Concordia with a

---


drone. 69

• Poland
A civilian-operated RC copter filmed riots in Warsaw 70

• Argentina
One group of citizen journalists took matters into their own hands by flying a drone over the crowds to show the large scale of a rally. 71

• Ukraine
“Drone Covers the Chaos in Ukraine” 72
Dramatic drone footage captures battle for central Kiev square. 73

• Balkans
Aerial drone footage shows scale of flooding. 74

• Turkey
“Police Clash at Taksim Gezi Park” 75

• Philippines
Ten days after Super Typhoon Haiyan ripped through the Philippines, CNN used an aerial drone to get a bird’s-eye view of what was left standing in Tacloban. 76
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- Thailand
  “Drones capture dramatic views of Bangkok protests”77

- Hong Kong
  “Dramatic aerial drone footage of Hong Kong protests”78

- Pakistan
  Geo News, Pakistan’s most popular news channel, is in the process of experimenting with two DJI Phantoms, plans for which call for assisting in gathering footage for the network.79

In Latin America, RPAs have been deployed for drone journalism to quite some extent.

El Salvador newspaper La Prensa Gráfica became one of the nation’s first outlets to gather news with drones after purchasing three unmanned aerial vehicles, a pattern that other news media in Latin America are following, according to news website GlobalPost. The Salvadoran outlet uses its drones primarily to shoot aerial video or photographs of big crowds gathered for events, long traffic jams, or even simply natural and artificial landmarks around the nation’s capital of San Salvador . . . . This is one of a growing roster of Latin American nations, including Brazil, Mexico and Peru, where news outlets are deploying the aircraft in reporting. Lima’s major daily El Comercio dispatched a drone to cover a massive downtown fire in December, and Mexico’s Grupo Reforma flew one over student protests in Mexico City. Vladimir Lara, chief of photography at El Salvador’s La Prensa Gráfica, said pictures taken from the sky garner up to seventy percent more views than traditional photographs on the newspaper’s website.80

However, ironically, on one occasion, a gossip news company denied it was planning to use RPAs for its business.

TMZ is NOT getting in the DRONE business . . . we don’t have a drone . . . we don’t want a drone . . . we never applied for a drone . . . despite a bogus report to the contrary.\footnote{TMZ Staff, We’re NOT Keeping Up with the DRONESES, TMZ (Nov. 27, 2012, 12:59 PM), http://www.tmz.com/2012/11/27/tmz-drone-faa-bogus-report/}

Finally, it is also worth pointing out that not all arguments made for accelerating the regulatory conditions favouring the legal deployment of RPAs for drone journalism is predicated on freedom of expression grounds. A wholly different argument concerns enhancing the safety of and protection for human lives. This consideration is urged by news broadcasting services’ correspondents and citizen journalists who see significant benefits in being able to witness and report indirectly on happenings in potentially hazardous trouble-spots, without risking, possibly unnecessarily or recklessly, the life and limb of the reporter.

Small drones offer considerable advantages for news staff deployed on high-risk assignments such as wars, civil unrest and natural disasters . . . Drone technology offers great potential for news-gatherers . . . but there are some important qualifications. Journalism is about people and personal contact and UAVs should not be seen as an easy substitute for the journalist or news team on the ground. The drone is a camera platform, a tool to be incorporated among all the other newsgathering technology and professional skills a journalist uses on hazardous assignments . . . .\footnote{Mark Corcoran, \textit{Drone Journalism: Newsgathering applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in covering conflict, civil unrest and disaster}, FLINDERS UNIVERSITY (Jan. 2014), http://www.flinders.edu.au/ehl/ccpr/articles-of-interest.cfm.}

\section*{Facilitating Maximum Feasible Use of RPAs for Drone Journalism}

In the face of significant anti-drone deployment lobbying by the pro-privacy/anti-surveillance groups, this section of the article sets out two scenarios—and corresponding counterarguments—that drone journalists should make most assertively to facilitate the maximum feasible use of RPAs for drone journalism.

However, any such use is fully acknowledged to be without prejudice to the duty of the aviation regulator to order the use of the national airspace in the paramount interest of safety, the key normative and operational challenge being to integrate the use of RPAs in the domestic airspace.\footnote{See Alissa M. Dolan & Richard M. Thomson II, \textit{Integration of Drones into Domestic Airspace: Selected Legal Issues}, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE (Apr. 4, 2013), http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/R42940.pdf; see also NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, \textit{AUTONOMY RESEARCH FOR CIVIL AVIATION: TOWARD A NEW ERA OF FLIGHT} (2014); Perth Airport Near Miss Prompts ATSB Drone}
Actually, a degree of safety may be achieved with a technological fix. In the context of avoiding certain air spaces, e.g., around airports, one manufacturer’s RPAs can be programmed with a so-called “geo-fence” software that provides satellite GPS guidance to steer the RPA away from a danger zone.\(^84\)

The drones will be blocked from operating near 350 airports around the world by creating an electronic “geo-fence” around airports to reduce the risk of collision between drones and manned aircraft.

With that caveat, the two scenarios are as follows:

Scenario One

Using RPAs for drone journalism is legal either generally or on an ad hoc basis, but is supported by the claim that to do so will likely seriously infringe on civil liberties/human rights—i.e., someone’s “right to privacy.”\(^85\)

Scenario Two

A specific problem with drone journalism using a nano or micro RPA is alleged to be that the subjects of investigation might not realize that they are being surveilled, or being surveilled in an RPA-specific manner, because of the smallness of the RPAs and/or other technical capacities, e.g., silence, mobility, and endurance.

With regard to each scenario, “pro-deployment” arguments can be identified as follows:

\(^84\) Mark Corcoran made the following statement: DJI’s No Fly Zone system creates a curious technological and sovereignty precedent. The initiative will effectively give a Chinese company indirect control over the movement of unmanned aircraft in Australian airspace—and in the skies of dozens of other nations. While DJI says its initiative is solely motivated by safety, there are concerns that drone flying restrictions could be easily exploited for political censorship.


\(^85\) This phrase conveniently ignores the legal fact that there is no “right to privacy” *simpler* in the European Convention on Human Rights or in the U.S. Constitution.
Re: Scenario One, Privacy Rights (Actually, Do Not) Trump Dronalism

Using RPAs for drone journalism is legal either generally or on an ad-hoc basis—but is opposed by the claim that to do so is, or is likely to, seriously infringe civil liberties/human rights—most frequently stated to be someone’s “right to privacy”.  

Even if RPAs are legally permitted to fly for the purpose of drone journalism—whether on an ad-hoc, case-by-case basis or in virtue of a general or sectoral permission—opposition and challenges are expressed in the name of civil liberties, most usually the so-called “right to privacy.” The paradigmatic tone is more often than not of the “what if” variety. For example,

the next privacy scandal in waiting is the story of drones. Not military drones, but increasingly widespread use of drones for agriculture, disaster areas and emergencies, archaeology, forestry and property management, among others. Drones are banned in London and can’t be used below a certain height in residential areas. But how many uses could there be for a small, silent, fast, remote-controlled drone? How long before the first sunbathing politician is snapped on holiday? If the public is banned from a venue, or refused access to private land, or if a property is under siege from journalists, how long before a drone is used for high-quality aerial video?

Yet, at best, the interests asserted by these anti-RPAs lobbies are simply competing or conflicting interests. Competing values or interests are just that—competing. The U.K. House of Lords (now the U.K. Supreme Court) identified the correct approach when rights compete, e.g., the right to gather information to facilitate the public’s right to receive information on the one hand and a right to respect for another right, in casu, someone’s private and family life on the other.

First, neither . . . has as such precedence over the other. Secondly, where the values . . . are in conflict, an intense focus on the comparative importance of the specific rights being claimed in the individual case is necessary. Thirdly, the justifications for interfering with or restricting each right must be taken into account. Finally, the

86 Because this article focuses on dronalism by civil operators, it will not enter the discussion around the Fourth Amendment, warrant(less) searches, etc., by police and authorities using RPAs.

proportionality test must be applied to each.\textsuperscript{88}

Thus, in any given fact pattern or situation there may well be an infringement of X’s privacy. But, \textit{in casu}, it may well be justifiable because the appropriate balancing exercise would give pre-eminence to the right to, e.g., the public interest in freedom of expression. Simply asserting that some activity constitutes an infringement of privacy is not \textit{per se} a conclusive, knockdown argument. It is but the beginning of a complex exercise weighing competing interests and values. What needs to be foregrounded in the standoff between pro-privacy restrictionists and pro-drone journalism RPAs deployers is the relevance of the exemption, or defense, for activities in pursuit of newsgathering. The matter is well set out in the recent report by the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC). The issue is not whether, in the circumstances, someone’s putative right to respect for their privacy may have been infringed. The question is: in those circumstances is it defensible, i.e., does it come within the scope of legal defense or exemption? The ALRC states,

Some legitimate uses of surveillance devices by journalists may place journalists at risk of committing an offence under existing surveillance device laws. Responsible journalism is an important public interest and should be protected. Journalists and media organisations should not be placed at risk of committing a criminal offence in carrying out legitimate journalistic activities. \textit{The ALRC has therefore proposed a “responsible journalism” defence to surveillance device laws.} This defence should be confined to responsible journalism involving the investigation of matters of public concern and importance, such as the exposure of corruption.\textsuperscript{89}

In sum, there are a number of problems with the claim that RPAs deployment is \textit{inherently} or \textit{essentially} problematic because it constitutes an intrusion on civil liberties, a threat to privacy or generally are “spies in the sky.”\textsuperscript{90} In the context of pursuing responsible journalism deploying RPAs, any right to respect for private and family life should give way to the public interest in the public’s right to be informed. In any case, no general privacy protecting regulation could be useful as it will inevitably be overbroad and general, basing regulations on hypothetical or imaginary “threats” or “harms.” Indeed, much of the RPAs discourse contesting their deployment

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{88} In Re S (a child), [2004] UKHL 47; [2005] AC 593, ¶ 17.
\item \textsuperscript{90} See, e.g., Bing Videos, \textit{Spies in the Sky Drones}, \textsc{BING} (last visited Jan. 15, 2015), http://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=spies+in+the+sky+drones&qpvt=spies+in+the+sky+drones&FORM=VDRE.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
is fueled by the so-called precautionary principle. This approach simply ignores or discounts those who do not think RPAs constitute (much of) a threat. One might ask, who is the “we” who objects? There are significant socio-economic discontinuities between the discourse communities. For instance, low rental and less well-off communities welcome the protection that low-flying RPAs could afford to stem the incidence of petty crime and vandalism (widely acknowledged to be of real moment and concern to the victim—often elderly). If there is a “problem” it is not RPAs per se or even the nature/technical capacity of the payload, but only if there is any intentional, systematic misuse of personal information/data constituting “serious” invasions of privacy. Any accidental, incidental, or inadvertent acquisition of personal data quickly disposed (it would just clutter up an operator’s system) cannot seriously be said to give rise to any intrusion of privacy concern. Finally, prioritizing privacy is a soft and easy concern, and does not in principle raise any issues not already covered in general and human rights law or in the context of manned aircraft. Privacy freaks get freaked out about everything’s potential for infringing “privacy,” not just RPAs.\footnote{“Privacy” is itself a notoriously slippery concept and Judge Eric Posner has recently opined at a conference at Georgetown Law that Much of what passes for the name of privacy is really just trying to conceal the disreputable parts of your conduct. Privacy is mainly about trying to improve your social and business opportunities by concealing the sorts of bad activities that would cause other people not to want to deal with you. Glenn Greenwald, \textit{What Bad, Shameful, Dirty Behavior Is U.S. Judge Richard Posner Hiding? Demand to Know}, THE INTERCEPT (Dec. 8, 2014), https://firstlook.org/theintercept/2014/12/08/bad-shameful-dirty-secrets-u-s-judge-richard-posner-hiding-demand-know/} More seriously, such an obsessional focus loftily ignores the grown-up, serious issues involved in deployment of RPAs, namely, how to safely integrate them into the national non-segregated airspace; certification; airworthiness, pilot training, sense and avoid, spectrum allocation, command and control processes, security of data links, liability, and third-party insurance.

Re: Scenario Two, Snooping/Surveillance Actually Might be Legitimate Subterfuge

A specific problem with drone journalism using, for example, a nano- or micro-RPA, is alleged to be that the subjects of investigation might not realize that they are being surveyed in a RPA-specific manner, owing to the smallness of the RPAs and/or other technical capacities, e.g., silence, mobility, and endurance. The issue here is the concern that micro-RPAs may not be noticed by those who are being surveyed, either because they are extremely small and/or are very quiet.
However, even if the pro-privacy/anti-surveillance lobbies may have a weak argument in this specific situation, the putative infringement may well engage an exercise of legitimate subterfuge and, therefore, a balancing exercise needs to be conducted.

The classic statement is contained in a report published by the (now defunct) U.K. Press Complaints Commission (PCC). The report was an inquiry into interception/tapping of phone messages at the then existing News of the World. On the one hand, illegitimate “snooping” was definitely ruled out as a journalistic practice.

It is essential that the type of snooping revealed by the phone message tapping incidents at the News of the World is not repeated at any other newspaper or magazine. Such events threaten public confidence in the industry, despite the considerable change in culture and practice that has undoubtedly occurred over the last decade and a half, leading to greater accountability and respect by the press for the privacy of individuals.

But, on the other hand, the PCC warned against “overreaction,” stating,

[I]t is similarly important that the industry guards against overreaction. There is a legitimate place for the use of subterfuge when there are grounds in the public interest to use it and it is not possible to obtain information through other means. It would not be in the broader public interest for journalists to restrain themselves unnecessarily from using undercover means because of a false assumption that it is never acceptable.

A concrete illustration is the recent PCC adjudication regarding the complaint by the Bell Pottinger Group concerning reports carried in the Independent newspaper.

A number of Bell Pottinger executives had been secretly recorded by journalists from the Bureau of Investigative Journalism (BIJ) who were posing as “clients” seeking advice on a public relations strategy for the Uzbekistan government. The Commission noted that the newspaper’s actions were a clear prima facie breach of Clause 10 of the Code [sic] which states that “the press must not seek to obtain or publish material acquired by using hidden cameras or clandestine listening devices.” The test was whether a sufficient public interest

93 Id. at ¶ 10.1.
94 Id. at ¶ 10.2.
defense could be established.\textsuperscript{95} The Commission noted that the journalists had been investigating various claims that had been made about the activities of Bell Pottinger and other public relations firms, rather than as a means of confirming a specific hypothesis about Bell Pottinger in particular, but ruled that “the means employed by the journalists had been appropriately tailored to explore the allegations made by confidential sources about the firm’s activities, which raised issues of significant public interest.” It acknowledged the firm’s position that no “serious impropriety” had been exposed but decided that the public interest was served by subjecting the complainants’ methods to “wider scrutiny and comment, particularly at a time when the possibility of imposing greater regulation on the [lobbying] industry was being debated.”\textsuperscript{96}

The PCC therefore did not uphold Bell Pottinger’s complaint. Thus, using RPAs for drone journalism even in a manner which raises concerns about “surveillance” should acknowledge that, although there may be a prima facie infringement of any ban on using clandestine or subterfuge methods for acquiring information nonetheless, \textit{in casu} the test is (per, the PCC) whether the public interest in exploring suspicions or allegations entails that “the means employed by the journalists had been appropriately tailored to explore the allegations made by confidential sources about the firm’s activities, which raised issues of significant public interest.”\textsuperscript{97}

Subterfuge is justifiable, albeit “only when there are grounds in the public interest for using it. Undercover investigative work has an honourable tradition and plays a vital role in exposing wrongdoing. It is part of an open society. But it risks being devalued if its use cannot be justified in the public interest.”\textsuperscript{98}

But what the privacy/anti-subterfuge lobby need to understand is—it can be justifiable.

\textbf{ENDNOTE}

The desire and, as is asserted in this article, the right of drone journalists to use RPAs as part of their professional toolkit (just as “regular” photojournalists use “conventional” cameras with long-range telephoto lenses capable of extraordinary and usually unrealized data capture or


\textsuperscript{96} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{97} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{98} \textit{Id.} at ¶ 6.1.
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media organizations deploy manned helicopters which can capture detailed images from 1 kilometer) is currently experiencing robust resistance and pushback by counter-lobbies, concerns, fears, anxieties, opposition, and downright hostility towards RPAs in toto and that a not inconsiderable proportion of this is of the “what if” variety, more formally known as the “precautionary principle.”

As is well known, the resistance functions around three main axes: (1) military and weaponized use of RPAs, in particular when civilian deaths ensue (see, e.g., the U.K. All Party Parliamentary Group on Drones and DroneWars UK\[100\]); (2) the perceived threat to individual privacy (see, e.g., the Australian House of Representatives Standing Committee on Social Policy and Legal Affairs, round table on drones and privacy\[101\]); and (3) the technical capacity of the new-generation of RPAs (actually, not the RPA so much as the payload) to conduct wide-ranging and intense surveillance (see, e.g., the EGE Opinion\[102\]). Indeed, having the temerity to oppose the self-proclaimed “anti-drone consensus” meets the riposte that efforts to counter RPAs deployment are being impeded by those who mock the idea that domestic drones pose unique dangers (often the same people who mock concern over their usage on foreign soil). This dismissive posture is grounded not only in soft authoritarianism (a religious-type faith in the Goodness of U.S. political leaders [sic] and state power generally) but also ignorance over current drone capabilities.\[103\]

---


103 Glenn Greenwald, Domestic Drones and Their Unique Dangers, Guardian.co.uk, (Mar. 29, 2013, 10:48 AM), http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2013/mar/29/domestic-drones-unique-
Such concerns have led, at least in the USA, to an anti-drone lawfare strategy, i.e., introducing and/or adopting state-level legislation to either curtail the use of RPAs or to delay their introduction.\footnote{See Nat’l Ass’n of Criminal Defense Lawyers, Domestic Drone Information Center, NACDL.org, http://www.nacdl.org/domesticdrones/ (last visited Dec. 18, 2014).} On the other hand, in the USA, the FAA is holding discussions with various sectors about licensing RPA applications where the stereotypical grounds of opposition to using them, (e.g., intrusion into personal privacy), hardly apply. These include, namely: precision agriculture; film-making on closed sets; pipeline and power-line inspection; and oil-and-gas flue stack inspection industries. The FAA, as of the summer of 2014, had “granted approval 500 different times to more than 150 different government agencies, first responders, universities, civil organizations and limited commercial endeavors.”\footnote{Apart from, additionally, the permissions granted to the six video companies in September, already mentioned, the FAA granted licenses in December 2014 to “four companies to fly UAS for aerial surveying, construction site monitoring and oil rig flame stack inspections.” Ass’n for Unmanned Vehicle Sys. Int’l., AUVSI Statement on the FAA Granting Five Section 333 Exemptions for the Use of UAS, AUVSI.org (Dec. 11, 2014, 8:43 AM), http://www.auvsi.org/blogs/auvsi-membership/2014/12/11/auvsi-statement-on-the-faa-granting-five-section-333-exemptions-for-the-use-of-uas.}

Against any carte-blanche opposition is the claim made in this article that dronalism engages a significant human right and/or constitutionally or legally protected value or interest, whether established through the instrumentality of the European Convention on Human Rights or any functionally equivalent regime, e.g., the U.S. First Amendment.\footnote{See Mickey Osterreicher, Mickey Osterreicher Discusses Whether There Is a Constitutional Right to Use Drones to Collect Aerial Imagery, DRONEU.ORG, http://droneu.org/mickey-osterreicher (last visited Dec. 18, 2014).} As such, RPAs deployment cannot, it is asserted, prima facie be generally prohibited. Of course, not every drone journalism use of RPAs will be absolutely protected, any more than is the current use of other technologies and techniques. It is sanguine to remember that in the UK, nearly 100 journalists have been arrested in connection with the so-called “phone hacking scandal, computer misuse and . . . . not all means justify the end pursued.”\footnote{See BBC News, Phone Hacking, BBC.COM, http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-14045952 (last visited Dec. 18, 2014).}

What is argued though in this article is that a general measure(s) restricting RPA use and a fortiori by the media would only be justifiable in specific circumstances when it was, as the European Court of Human Rights would put it, (1) prescribed by law, (2) for a legitimate aim, (3) necessary in a democratic society, and (4) proportionate. The damage to the public’s right to receive information and ideas that any such a restriction would entail means that such a restriction would be highly exceptional and
could only be justified in the most extreme situations.

Equally, where there is no general permission, but only a case-by-case decision on the part of an aviation regulator to allow a drone journalism flight(s) to take place (a la FAA), these should be subject to strict scrutiny and possible judicial review in circumstances where the requisite weighing of the public’s right to receive information had not been done explicitly or could be challenged as having been done improperly.

Echoing the point made by Tom Hannen, supra, “[w]e see it as a flying camera,” dronalism should simply be understood as a technological evolution of photography in public places. As such, what points can be deployed by media lawyers to counter anti-RPAs lawfare? In the U.K., for example, according to Dr. Michael Pritchard, Director-General, The Royal Photographic Society, stated,

[T]he [U.K.] law is very clear in that there is no restriction on photography in public places. The Terrorism Acts do not really affect this general principle . . . . Sometimes defining what is public and what is private space can be problematic and there are a few spaces such as the Royal parks and Trafalgar Square which have bylaws restricting photography . . . . There are some restrictions on photographing certain designated buildings, e.g., military bases, which predate the Terrorism Acts. Such buildings would be signed. It is not unlawful to photograph a police officer except where it is done to support the commissioning of terrorism.

In 2008, the U.K. Government was asked to state “what plans they have for reviewing the rules on street photography.” Replying for the Government, Lord Bassam of Brighton stated,

My Lords, the freedom of the press and media is one of the bedrocks of democracy in this country. Although police officers have the discretion to ask people not to take photographs for public safety or security reasons, the taking of photographs in a public place is not subject to any rules or statute. There are no legal restrictions on photography in a public place and no presumption of privacy for individuals in a public place. There are no current plans to review this policy.

---


It is suggested here that the core demands of freedom of expression in a democratic society and in particular the public’s right to receive information, means that the default position warrants the use of RPAs as “flying cameras” in the pursuit of dronalism and that any restriction(s) must be for a proper, legitimate aim pursued through a very narrowly and precisely crafted exception. Such is the fundamental role of a free and responsible press in a democratic society that any challenge not only to publishing information but also to exercising the means to realize it must necessarily overcome a very high—and judicially tested—threshold.

In conclusion: using RPAs for newsgathering, aka dronalism, raises unique normative concerns as compared with other RPAs applications:

• It engages the public’s right to receive information and ideas and hence is part of the right to freedom of expression, speech and the press;
• It engages the right to access communications technologies for the above purpose and thus is an extension of the rights and arguments for general photojournalism used in the context of newsgathering;
• Aviation regulators will have to take account of the concerns, rights and principles advanced by media lawyers and the right(s) bundled within the rubric of the right of freedom of expression. The mandate of the aviation regulator should not overstep measures in the interests of ordering the national airspace in the interests of safety, certification, airworthiness.